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Cosmic rays spectrum

TUS



The TUS detector on board «Lomonosov» satellite

Mass                    < 60 kg.
Power                   65 W.
Data rate               200 Mbytes/day
Number of pixels  16x16 PMTs
FOV                      ±4,5 degree.
Duty cycle             30%
Altitude                 500 km
Pixel:                    10 mrad(5x5 km)
Mirror area            1,8 m2.
Focal distance       1,5 m
Period                    94 min



The TUS detector consists of two main parts: a modular Fresnel mirror-
concentrator and a photo-receiver matrix

Fresnel mirror-concentrator The Fresnel mirror:  6 lateral modules 
and a central one.

The PSF angular 
dependence of the 

full Fresnel for ideal 
mirror (left) and TUS 

mirror ( right)



TUS photo-detector

Photo detector consists of 256 photo 
multipliers (of size 1.5 x 1.5 cm2 )  with the 

time resolution 0.8 μs and the spatial 
resolution 5x5 km (for the orbit height of 

500 km). 

Photo receiver

PMT’s cluster 



TUS operation

● The TUS electronics can operate in four modes intended for 
detecting various fast optical phenomena in the atmosphere 
on different time scales: 0.8μs, 25.6 μs, 0.4 ms, 6.6 ms.

● During two years of operation, the TUS detector has 
measured about 200000 events in EAS mode.

●  More than 80% of events registered by TUS  have noise-like 
waveforms with amplitudes of all PMTs fluctuating around 
average values that are close to each other when rescaled 
according to their individual PMT gains.

● The TUS detector has measured numerous UV transient 
flashes in the EAS mode with different temporal dynamics 
and spatial structure. 



ELVE
(Emission of Light and Very-low frequency perturbation from an 

Electromagnetic pulse sources)
ELVEs are short-lived optical events that manifest at the lower edge of the 

The event-map plots of 
the sequential frames 
of 16 × 0.8 μs steps. 

the ionosphere (altitudes 
of 80–90 km) as bright 
rings expanding at the 
speed of light up to a 
maximum radius of  ∼
300 km. The life time of 
an elve is ∼1 ms. 



Left: waveforms of ten PMTs that demonstrated the highest amplitudes. Colors 
denote different pixels. Right: snapshot of the focal plane at the moment of 

maximum amplitudes.

Instant track-like flashes



Slow-Flashes

Example of a waveform of a slow flash Snapshot of the focal plane at 
the moment of maximum 

amplitudes

 Geographic distribution of 207 slow flashes.



EAS - like events

MC event. E = 10 20 эВ, θ = 60°

Geographic distribution of EAS-like events.Example of EAS-like event

Image of event with hit pixels(red) and not-
working (blue) ones on photodecector matrix



EAS candidates

Time distributions of the EAS signals in the hit PMT 
pixels of the EAS candidate event №487.

The EAS candidates. Upper plots – image of 
event with hit pixels and not-working (blue) 

ones. 
Bottom plots – the amplitude variation of time 

for selected hit pixels.
Location of the EAS candidates in the equatorial 
coordinate system on top of the Auger+ TA data



Conclusion

●The TUS detector is operating on board the “Lomonosov” 
satellite. TUS proved the possibility of registration of UHECR 
from the space orbit

●During the search for an UHECR EAS a large number of events 
of various origins that take place in the atmosphere of the Earth 
were observed. These events may contain some genuine EAS 
events at energy ~ 100 EeV. 

●A multi-level algorithm for the search of EAS-like events was 
developed and applied to the TUS data set analysis.

● As a result, at least one EAS candidate was selected and has 
been analyzed.  

●A more detailed analysis of this and other EAS candidate 
events, which were found in the TUS detector data, is in 
progress.



Thank you for attention!



Backup slides





The event-map plots of the sequential frames of 16×0.8 μs 
steps. 



Results of the difference between ESAF simulated 
and reconstructed zenith θ and azimuthal φ angles.



First of all the linear 3D-fit of hit pixels was done in the (x, y, t) coordinate system. The azimuthal φ-angle 
is calculated by a simple formula
                                                                                                       
where  ∆y, ∆x are y-, x-projection of the EAS track in the TUS coordinate system as shown in the left plot. 
The zenith θ-angle calculation is more complicated. If the EAS signal disk moves in the atmosphere with 
the velocity of light, the formula for a calculation of zenith angle of EAS for ideal detector is given by 
expression
                                                
where ∆r/∆t is EAS speed projection on the (x, y) surface of the Earth,  is the velocity of light. The ∆ is the 
difference between the ends of the EAS track’s projection on the (x,y) plane as can be seen in the left plot 
and ∆t value is the difference between the ends of the EAS track’s projection on the (x,t) or (y,t) planes. To 
take into account the relativistic effect, a zenith semi-angle is necessary: it takes into account a time delay 
for EAS photons which arise lately and take more time on the way to detector in orbit. In fact, formula of 
θ  is valid approximately because of non-ideality of the TUS optics and has to be corrected. In such way 
the angles of the found EAS candidates are θ = ~30o , φ = ~225o  for event #487 and θ = ~22° , φ = ~253° 
for event # 123 in the TUS coordinate system.
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